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tively large part of the follou'ing study is
therefore devoted to the definition of the
stimulus material trsed in the experiments.

Tv'o main problems, both pertinent to the
development of line-scan equipment, are
stuclied in this experiment: (1) \\'¡hat is an
acceptable degree of resolution? and (2) Are
there any advantages of stereo-presentation?

Nferpnr¡r,
A proper design of the experiment made it

necessary to have stereo-photographs u'hich

Line-Scan Ima gery Interpretation
Tests show how Pl performonce deteriorotes w¡th

imoge degrodotion.

INL'ttooucrrol¡

TN lfoDEIrN REcoNN.{tssANcD er¡uipntcnt
I line-scan methods are used. They offer

¡rictures built up of contiguous lines (such as

on a TV-screen). The extraction of useful and
signifrcant information from such pictures
still requires a human observer. This raises
questions as to:

1. The design of sensors, especially rvith regard
to preseutation of the ir.rfornration obtailed,
and

Assrnacr: An image interþretation exþeriment imolaetl the inlerþretability oJ

line-scatt. þictures. Cnre was taþen to '¿tse slirntthts rnaterit'l' fabricated wiilt.
etpiþment wlt.ose trctnsJer characterislics were well deJined'. Syslem þaramelers
as userl in the exþerirnent are giaen by lhe Àt[od'ttlation' Transfer Fttttction.
Stimul,tts material th,us obktinerJ wa; þresenteiL to t'rained þltoto 'inlerþreters for
va.rious tttsl¿s (d,etection, discrimination, deþth estimation). Results were an-
ul1,xs¿,rt a futtction of t.wo exþerim,entnl aariables: leael oJ tlegrad,atöon, ond'

stereo uerstt.s n,on-stereo þresentation. Cttraes show t.he d'eterioration oJ PI ac-
curacy with in.creasing degradat'ion. Stereo þresentat'ion þrozted l,o be oJ aery

Iimited rr,seJuln,ess: il, seems to increase accurucy ortl1, Jor tyþical h'eigh.tlt estima-
lion tashs in conjun.ction wilh moderale iLegree of tlegratlaliott. This limiled ad.'

aanlage of slereo þresentalion is oblained' al a c ¡st of an oterall in*ease in' Lime

sþent at lh.e fusl¿s.

2. The training of photo-interpreters (PI's) in
readirg the l¡nusual nraterial presented to
them.

An experiment was therefore conducted to
probe the effect of image degradation, often
inherent in line-scan imager¡', on the extrac-
tion of information by PI's from TV-type
imagery. An er¡reriment of this type, horv-
e\¡er, can be successful and complete onl¡.' if
the photographic material used in the tests is
clearly and unambiguously deÊned. A rela-

+ Now at University of Groninger.r, The Nether-
lands,

fulfill a number of requirements. First the
basic photographic material should be per-
fectly defined as to content, as to physical
parameters (height, stereo-base, etc.) and as

to the transmission characteristics of the
whole system. Secondly, the content has to
allow for all sorts of Pl-questions in system-
atic variation. For these reasons it was im-
possible to use real life aerial photographs.
The mere requirement of a constant stereo-
base is already prol.ribitive in this respect. It
rvas therefore decided to use photographs
made of a sn'rall-scale model.
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The model rvas 7.5 X24 leet, aud u'as care-
fully built at a scale 1:8ó. The scene coutains
a small village with station, a nttmber of
factories surrounded by open terrain, a canal,
a cargo station. Various movable objects
could be pìaced in this scene, such as soliders
and civilians; cars, military and civil lorries;
raihvay waggons, lorries and engines; tanks,
rockets, rnachine guns and other artillery;
heaps of sand of different heights; factory
chimneys and spurce trees of varying heights;
interchangeable viaducts and bridges; a num-
ber of changeable buildings, etc. To have an
opporlunity to compare the detectability of
objects in various contexts, fottr arrangements
of the rvhole scene \\¡ere made by varying the
location and kind of the movable objects.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCEDURE

All photographs of the model rvere made
under u'ell defined conditions ri ith a Rollei-
cord camera (1:3.5;"f :75 mm). This camera
rvas thoroughly tested beforehand and test
patterns r¡'ere also included in the model for
later evaluation of the photograpl-ric proce-
dure.

A flashliglit 'n'as attached close to tl.re

camera lens in order to ol¡tain shadolvless
pictures. Camera and flashlight were urottnted
above the model at a height 8 ft. 10 in. For a
scale of 1 :8ó this corresponds to an altitude of
760 |t. The stereobase of 9,8 inches corre-
sponds to a real distance of 70 feet.

All these photographs were then degraded
to line-scan pictures rvith a flying-spot-
scanner system. (Figure 1.) Such a system is a
good representation-at least for the experi-
ment to be described-of an optical Iine-scan
system for aerial reconnaissance and it gives
the experimenter more flexibility and the

pcssibility of introducing degradation in well
determined steps.

'I'HE FLYING-SPO'I-SCANNEII SYSTEI'I

The system of Figure 1 consists of a cat-
hode-ray tube ancl a lens. On the screen of the
cathode-ray tube a raster is written by the
electron beam. 'Ihis raster is projected on the
negative under test by the lens. This negative
is thus scanned line after line. The light trans-
mitted through the negative falls on a photo-
multiplier tube after passing a condenser sys-
tem. This light is thus morlulated in intensity
by the negative. The photomultiplier gives an
electrical signal proportional to this lurninous
intensity. This signal is amplifred and fed to a
TV picture tube. The number of amplification
steps is sucl.r that a positive image is obtained
on the screen of this tube. This positive irnage
rvas photographed.

A major feature of this type of simulatol is
its ability to degrade image detail in well de-
termined steps and the possibility to display/
images with an)'arbitrarily chosen signal
uoise ratio. This is possible rvith the use of a
noise generator giving a signal l'hich can be
added linearly to the video signal.

The system of Figure 1 is a ó25-line system
using 2:1 interlacecl scanning s,ith a frame
repetition rate of 25 frames/sec. Synchronisa-
tion betrveen the rasters of the flying-spot-
scanner and the TV monitor tube is obtained
with a specially designed pulse generator.

The system is considered as defrned when
the modulation transfer function (MTF) has
been determined (Elias et al, 1952; Hem-
penius, 19ó4; Schade, 1951-195.5). The MTF
gives the frequency response of the system to
the energy spectrum at its input. The system
under consideration can be treated in three
parts. A division is made in parts 

"vhere

Íly¡ng spl sconnet

---Ø--
LU picturc lu¡f,

Ftc. 1 Flying-spot scanner systenr.
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electro-optical transformations take place and
a purely electronic part,

I. N e galiae (or iginal). Ou tp ut photornultiplier
tube. The modulation in lurrinous inten-
sity caused by the negative is transformed
into an electrical signal.

lL Outþut þhol.ornul,!.iþl,ier. Cathode of TV-
picture tube. The electrical signal obtained
runder I is amplified.

lIL Cal.hoiLe TV-þicture tube. lr'ilm in recording
camera. The electrical signal is again
transformed into a spatial intensity dis-
tribution, which distribution is recorded on
film. The IVITF of the whole system is the
product of the N,ITF's of the three parts.

Comparable quantities are intensity and
voltage. It rvas founcl that the photographic
process used for the recording of the final im-
age introduces no further degradation in im-
age quality. This means that, in fact, we can
cut stage III at the screen o[ the TV-picture
tube, because the camera, etc., does not
influence final quality.

The speed of the light spot of the flying-
spot scanner over the negative determines the
parameter for the transf ormation of the
spatial intensity distribution into a distribu-
tion in time. This speed can be determined
(given the line frequency) by nreasuring the
width of the raster as projected on the nega-
tive, or by comparison of the rvidth of the
testpattern on the (input) negative rvith the
electrical signal on an oscilloscope. The in-
tensitlz distribution of input and output
signal rvas determined b1' measuring the
density (along a line) of the original negative
and the output negative l'itl.r the aid of a
microdensito meter.
The follot'ing testpatterns rvere used:

----:Þ frequency in Mc4,

Ftc. 3. 'lransfer characteristics of the s)¡stem.

À sine-u,ave patterrl, in rvhich the densit), varies
sinusoidally. The frequency increases to one side.
A bar pattern.
Three bar patterns.

As an example rve include in Figure 2 the
bar pattern, the electrical signal caused by
this pattern at the end of part II of the sys-
tem, and the final image as obtained by
photographing the TV-picture tube.

Figure 3 gives the X'ITF for the three parts
ol the system and that of the system as a
whole.

The svstem is made such that resolution is
insofar as possible equal in both directions:
along a line and at right angles rr'ith it, 'fhis
rvas tested by placing the test patterns in both
directions. Figure 3, horvever, gives the NITF
along a line. Examination of this ûgure shou,s
that part I is limiting the system perfor-
mance. The reason is the long decay time of
the phosphor of the flying-spot-scanner tube.

Tl.re above analysis can be applied only if
the system can be consiclerecl as linear. Al-
though with some adaptations this analysis is
also applicablc to systems containirrg a cer-
tain amount of non-linearity (Langler and
i\4uller, 1963), the basic theory, in principle,
can only be usecl with linear systerns.

s
c
c
3
o

Èo
E

I

A

B

C Linearit¡' ri'as tlrerelore tested rvith the aicl
of a photograplric ste¡r rvedge. Re¡rrotlrrctiorr
of this wedge by the s1's¡sm should give an

lI, c. identical \Ã,edge at the output. This pror.ed to
be the case for a density variation of 0.85 D,

Ftc. 2. a. Testpatten.r, å. Outprrt of Part
Reproduction on TV-screen.
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lvhich means an intensity range of about 1 to
9. The limiting component is here the screen
of the TV-picture tube.

IREPARATION AND QUALITY OF THE STIùIULUS

I'IA'IERIAL

Knowing the MTF of the camera arld its
place above the model \\re now can give re-
solution not only in lines,/mrn over the nega-
tive, but also in meters over the ground or in
milliradians angular resolution. This is done
in Figure 4 with curve C-1, giving the MTF of
the camera, rvhich produced the original nega-
tive, relative to a series of system parameters.

The degraded (line-scan) pictures were ob-
tained as follorvs. First the setting of part I of
the flying-spot-scanner system (Fig. 1) was
made such that the whole negative was illu-
minated by the raster. This gives the best
reproduction for the whole negative as possi-
ble with this system. The MTF oi the whole
system is then given by curve C-2 in Figure 4.

For the second degradation only a part of the
raster is imaged on the negative. This gives
curve C-3 in Figure 4. Graph 4 gives resolu-
tion also in lines/mm, using 2.3X2.3-iûch
negatives for the reproduction.

Figure 5 gives an example of the irnages
frnally obtained.

The defrnition of image quality as described
is done by giving the MTF of the system for
the negatàaes frnally obtained, as well for the
original as for the reproductions C-2 and C-3.
For the actual tests these negatives were
printed. This printing process \l/as not con-
trolled. For the degraded imagery this plays
no role, because the photographic process is of
much higher quality than the flying-spot-
scanner system. For the original, however,

(contact prints) rl'e must expect a response
someu'hat worse than given by cur\¡e C-1 in
Figure 4.

Because of the limited linearity, we take
resolution at the 15 percent contrast level as

limiting resolution. This choice is in fact a bit
arbitrary and conventional, but we need a

single hgure per degradation to be ttsed as re-
ference along one of the axes of the figures in
the following sections. The resulting figures
lor resoltttion are given in Table 1.

Exppntl'rBNrAL DESIcN

l'HE 3-D SYSTEM

Photo interpretation tasks were classified
into three types:

Detectionl'asþs. The PI has to look for a known
ans of a picture, a
e location of rvhich is
e PI is given separate

""::#'o",iJx'Jåån,3

ordinates. 
it bY sPecifYing co-

Discr'iminal'íon l¿sÞs. The location of the
target is given. The P.I. has to identify the
objèct (often among a number of alternatives)
or to specify its orientations. For instar.rce, the

T¡srn 1, LrlnrrNc Rosor-u,ron ¡r
15 PBnceNr CoN:rn¡.sr Levor,

Ouer ground,

Angul,ar
res.

(t Tv-
Line)

Cu.rae in
rte.4

0.7 m or 4"
O.69 m or 27"
1 .85 m or 70"

c-1
c-2
C3

0.2 mrad.
1.4 mrad.
3.8 mrad.

-¿. 
resolulion in melers over the ,ground ,( LV line- poirs)
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PI is given a separate picture of hve different
kinds of trucks; he is asked to s¿rv l,hich of these
is preserrt at a giverr location olihe scene.

Deþl,h tasks. Logically these tasks are only ar

variet¡, of the discrimiuation type, brrt for the
purpose of this stud¡,, specilìc depth discrimina-
tion problerns rvere treated separatell', in order
to obtain data about the usefulness of stereo
information. And ior the same reasorl, rlon-
stereo depth cues \À¡ere eliminated in these t¿rsks.
Our depth tasl<s are therefore restricted to
targets rvhich have no ch¿racteristic height of
their orvn. Iior exarlple, the PI is asked to indi-
cate the order of height of fìve trees.

Even then, it is not precluded that a Pl
attel.npts an arlswer on the basis of non-stereo-
scopic mater;al. Our argumer.ìt hol'ever is:
where previous studies have denied the useful-
ness of stereoscopic presentation, or¡r deptll
tasks allow a lnaximum opportr¡n;ty for stereo
presentation to reveal its eflects. If stereo
presentation h¿rs rro effect here, it ca¡1 rìo longer
be ¿rssumed to have any usefulness at all rvithin
the range of militar¡r I'Í-tasks (rvith the possible
exccption that stereoscopy nright be usecl for
cor.nperrative cover, i.e , the detection of changes
in the scene if trvo pictures are given u'hich are
taken successivell', with a certaiiì tirre interval)
Of corrrse, the usefulness of stereoscopic material
for photogranrletry cr varior¡s geological prrr-
poses falls outside the scope of this discrrssir.¡n.

DESIGN OF 'IHE EXPERI\'TBN I

The de sign of the experinlen t \vas gLridcd by
a number of practical considerations. First,
there rvere limits as to the total nulìrl)er ol
subjects available. Then. it clicl not seenl rec-
ommendable to studl' each subject for longer
than about three hours. (A preliminar)'study
revealed strong order effects, in that PI's clid
tend to u'orl< faster and faster an(I, at tho cncl
of a long serics of tasks, did tcnd to disnriss ¿r

question in ferv seconds, rvhereas a sir¡ilar
question would at the beginning of the series
have occupied them for some tirnc). On the
other hand, our study requires a nurnber of
conclitions: at least trvo for stereo (stereo pre-
sentation and non-stereo presenlation), ancl
at least some for degradation. A lìnal com-
promise are the three levels of degradation
gi'"'en in the foregoing section, thus six condi-
tio¡rs in all. A someu'hat reliable estirnate of
performance under each condition makes it
necessary to asl< quite a nurnber of questions
(especially so since the data are separated into
the 3-D categories), so that one hour per sub-
ject per condition looked reasonable. This,
then, limits the number of conditions to be
given to one subject to three (because the
total working time was set at about three
hou rs) .

It will be evident that for each condition a
new set of questions had to be given to a sub-
ject; he cannot be given the same questions
over and over again. Therefore we needed

c3
Frc.5. Exarnple: C-1 original ; C2 frrst degrada-

tion; CJ second degradation.

three sets of questions, rvhich are called the
A, B and C sets, respectively. This division
introduces inevitably another independent
condition, sels of questioøs, x'hereas the order
in which the sels are given to a subject, also
brings up a new condition, technically speak-
ing,

c2
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The design frnally adopted r,vas a balanced
incomplete block design. (Actually, we used
plan 11.4 from Cochran & Cox (1957), with
the diflerence that each blocl< I'as repeated
three tirnes in the form of a Latin-Graeco
square with -rrder of presentation and sets of
questions as additional variables). This design
requires 30 subjects. These subje ts were
trained PI's with extensive e.lpr,.',ence in
stereo as rvell as non-stereo photo ilLterpreta-
tion.

THE QUES'I'IONS

After s<¡me preliminary experiments, three
final lists of qnestions were chosen. Each set
was made up of 19 questions, consisLing ol 4
for detection, 9 for discrimination, and ó for
depth.

PROCEDURE

Each subject received a box with the com-
plete set of 96 photographs in separate en-
velopes. A Zeiss Aerotype pocket stereoscope
was provided, and also an overlay grid. This
grid hacl a coordinate system etched on it
'lvhich served to specify locations on photo-
graphs (in question and in ansrvers), The PI's
worked in groups of ten, seated at separate
tables. They l'ere provided rvith a low-watt
movable table lamp. Instructions were given
in written forrn; they included a detailed ex-
lrlanation of the whole proceeding with
elaborated examples. During the experi-
mental session time recordings were made of
the time spent by each PI on each category of
q uestions.

R¡sur,'l's

SCORING

In order to achieve an approximately equal
contribution of each question to the frnal
score, answers were scored according to a pro-
cedure lvhich essentially comes down to
dividing the ansr,vers in about equal halves of
correct answers and /rrlsø answers. After this
correction, scores \Mere added for each cate-
gory of questions, resulting in nine scores per
subject three categories of tasks times three
conditions. Thereafter, a total score was
derived from the three category scores by
adding the latter after another correction for
unequal variances. The whole procedure has
the effect that final scores cannot be inter-
preted in terms of nttmber of correct ansaers or
similar realistic notions. Scores can only be
compared among themselves, and have no
absolute meaning. This is no disadvantage as
compared to a score like þercentage oJ correcl

answerst as the latter score depends largely on
the level of dillculty of the questions, which
is by itself an arbitrary choice.

An easy and intelligible way of looking at
our data is to consider them as relative to the
total score u''hich would have been obtained if
all answers were correct. Even then, the
arbitrariness of level of difñcultv remains.

RESULTS

The results are given in Figures 6 to 10 for
total scrres, scores for detection, discrimina-
tion and depth tasks, and total time, respec-
tively. The data were treated by an analysis of
variance for incompletely balanced t,locks
(Cochran and Cox, 1950). This rvas done for
total time, and for accuracy of detection,
discrimination and depth tasks separately.
The results given in the Figures 6 to 10 are
corrected treatment scores, i.e., corrected in
the usual way for balanced incomplete block
designs. These corrections are very small in
most of the cases. The follorving gives a quick
summary of statistically signifrcant results.

Efect oJ'sels oJ rlueslions'. No difference in
total time lvas spent on the tasks, but there
are considerable differences for discrimination
tasks and also differences for detection tasks.
There is no reason for comments upon this
resnlt; any difference is only a consequent:e of
the experimenter's arbitrary choice of ques-
tions and has no bearing upon PI performance
as such.

Ord,er has a very considerable relation with
total time spent on the tasks; most of the time
is spent on the first tasks. It is, of course, not
clear whether this is a matter of learning and
becoming farniliar rvith the type of task, or a
matter of speeding up because of boredom or
loss of interest or both, or any other guess one
wants to make. Order also affects accuracy in
detection tasks, in the sense of an improve-
ment (the second and third lrzl¿is show im-

FIc. 6. 'l'otal performance accuracy as a function of
experimental conditions.
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provements of 23 and 35 percent respecti\-ely
in relation to the first), but has no effect for
discrimination or for depth tasks'

Subiecls. There are signifrcant differences
between subjects as to total time spent on the
task, but not as to acctlracy scores'

Cort,d'ilions are found to have signilicant
effects everl'where. As to total tirre, both
stereo and non-stereo conditions and variotts
levels of degradation are effective. Stereo
interpretation tal<es significantly more time
(.001 level of signilìcance), and the other
effect is that undegro'derJ material takes less

time for interpretation (.01 level). There is no

difference in this respect betrveen 27-inch and
70-inch levels of degradation.

As to accuracy scores: there is no difference
between stereo and nou-stereo presentation,
except for depth tasks, where the difference
attains 5 percent level of significance (Figures
7, 8 and 9). Horvever, there is also an interac-
tion betrveen degradation and stereo in these
depth tasks (.01 level) from which can be con-
cluded that this effect of stereo interpretation
is only present with undegraded material and
disappears completely with the 7O-inch deg-
radation. Degradation has a clear-cut effect
for all questions (.001 level).

3t...o Àot.iEhlfcéñt
N!ólutiôñ Þ< .oof
rt.¡.óx..5ôlutlon nol sighilicoht

¡.!ôlùtl.h +

Frc. 9. Accuracy scores for depth tasks.

DrscussroN

RESOLUTION

Resolution appeâl's the important factor in
interpretability of photographs. It is seen in
Figure ó, that performance drops from a 80

percent level for the undegraded material, to
much lorver levels for resoltttions 27 inches
and 70 inches. It is difficult to say to rvhat ex-

tent the respor-Lses at the lorvest level (70 in.)
reflect mere guessing from the part of the sub-
jects. In other words, rvhat could a PI havc
ansrvered our questions if we had not given
them any photographs at all? This can be

estin-rated onlv very roughly. The estimation
of chance level in detection tasks is the most
reliable one, and if we take these tasks as a

norm, it is seen that performance deteriorates
from 80 percent at 4-in. photos to about 15

percent at the 70-in. Photos.
Least affected by degradation are orienla-

ti,on questions (e.g., the direction of move-
ment of a tank) ; it seems that minimal cues

are needed for discerning the orientation of
familiar objects. It is rvorth noting that the

1 27 70 lrch I lln'

Frc. 10. Total time scores averaged over subjects.

I

I

:8o
E

:50

.E oo

27

Frc. 7. Accuracy scores for detection tasks.

Frc. 8. Accuracy scores for discrimination tasks.
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Þ-lc. 11. 'lime scores, averaged over subjects,
for depth tasks orrly.

direction of scanning lines secms lo have no
effect here as the objects to rvhich the ques-
tions refer vary in this respect. \\¡e may add
that in the preliminary experiment in which
the questions were tested, rve found that ori-
entation questions tended to be too easy; e\-en
at high level of degradation no failures oc-
curred.

Finally, \ve may comment on the relation-
ship between degradation and interpretation
t'ime. Figure 10 shows that there is an increase
of interpretation time if one goes from 4-in.
photos to 27 -in, photos. There is no further in-
crease in time if one cornpares 27 -in and 7}-in.
photos (the line-structure is absent in the un-
treated photographs of 4-in. resolution).
However, it is only natural to assume that
interpretation time u'ill drastically decrease if
degradation is continued; at the level rvhere
there is literally nothing to see, no PI l.ill
spend much time on tl'ris.

It is not too daring therefore, to assume
tl-rat interpretation time and degradation
level have a curvilinear relation in that there
is a maximum tirne at some Iet'el of resolution.
The argument is supported by looking at
depth tasks only. Figure 9 shorvs that stereo
information is only effective for these tasks at
levels 4 in. and 27 in.: at the 70-in. level it is
absent. Therefore, one should expect that pI's
do not spend much time in trying to pick up
stereo information at the 70-in. level, so that
at this level their total time score for depth
tasks would be lorver than that for the 70-in.
level. This is corroborated by Figure 11,
u'here the stereo curve indeed shows a maxi-
mum at the 27-in. level, rvhereas this tr-end is
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much less manifest in the non-sterco preseuta-
tions.

STEREO

Our second rnain questioll \\¡as u,hether
stereo presentation of photographs is useful
for the PI. The results of our expcrine nt shou,
that stereo presentation has some advantage
for depth tasks. If one compares Figures 7, 8
and 9, it will be noticed that stereo has no
significant effect for cletection or discrimina-
tion tasks, whereas for depth tasks there is a
significant interaction rvhich can be inter-
preted to mean that stereo presentation gives
better results at the 4-in. level and at the 27-
in. level; at resolution level of 70 in. the ad-
vantage of stereo has disappeared. The result
means that stereo presentation may have its
aclvantages for tl.re height estimation of ob-
jects with a specific height, and only at
moderate degrees of degradation. For detec-
tion and discrimination tasks, stereo pre-
sentation does not seen-ì to be useful at all.

A decision on the use of stereo presentation
should also take account of the working speed
of PI's. If rve look at the time scores in our ex-
periment it is seen that stereo interpretation
takes much more time than non-stereo work.
The difference is signifrcant not only rvith
depth tasks (ri'here the increase in time is at
least rewarded by some increase in accuracy),
but also with detection and discrimination
tasks, where it is doubtful rvhether stereo
presentation has any use. At the average,
interpretation of stereo material takes 32 per-
cent more time than interpretaticn of single
photographs (in a preliminary study an in-
crease of 45 percent was found).

In our opinion, this is a decisive argument
against the use of stereo pictures for object
identification. Even if stereo presentation
would result into a somervhat better accuracy,
the fact that so much more time has to be al-
lowed makes stereo presentation unprofltable.
Only if there are no practical limits to the
PI's time, stereo might bring out its use (if
there is any) but it seems most unrealistic io
assume that PI's abound in tirne, particularly
now that modern reconnaissance techniques
tend to bring up so much material for inter-
pretation at such a high speed that the real
problem seems to be horv to digest this abun-
dance.

The only possible flarv in our argument
might be that there is an intricate relation be-
tween accuracy and time spent on a photo-

:: 
" 
l: "'îl _îï ïi,'"",f 1î,ì

time were restricted,
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and if PI's were instructed to rvork as quickly
as possible in the restricted time allorved.

Cowcr-usroNs

1. PI performance deteriorates with de-

gradation of the photograph. The amount of

ãeterioration depends upon the type of tar-
get, the type of task and the number of lines
passing the target.- 

2. Interpretation time increases rvith 25

percent from 4-in. resolution level to a 27-Á'
ievel; no increase was found from a 27-it' to
70-in. level. It is assumed that interpretation
time has a maximum at some level of resolu-
tion. At first, time tends to increase rvith
climinishing resolution, but when further
clegradation deletes the information content,
time clecreases again.

tions s'here stereo presentation is useful.
4. The pertinent disadvantage of stereo

presentation is that it does increase time
spent on photographs rvith 32 percent.
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